Honda accord temperature sensor
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Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. This means that if the engine is cold, the resistance
and voltage goes up. Alternatively, if the engine is. Consult the appropriate repair manual or
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the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor circuit voltage. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. There can be symptoms associated with P Depending on
the time of year, IAT sensor issues can be a real problem. When most folks see this trouble
code, they will replace the IAT sensor right away. It is often a mistake to replace the sensor
immediately, often it will be a wiring issue. After that, use a multimeter to make sure that it is
getting the proper voltage. A good scan tool can tell you a lot about what exactly is going on
with your engine and causing the P If you have looked around the harness and there does not
seem to be any discernible problem, it will most likely be the IAT sensor that needs replaced.
Here are some of the most common causes of P, presented somewhat in order from most likely
to least likely:. While P is not going to leave you stranded on the side of the road, it is important
to not ignore it. Good luck fixing your vehicle. If there is anything that you would like to add to
improve this article, please leave a comment below. Hard Starts â€” the engine may have
difficulty starting due to the IAT issue creating a leaner air fuel mixture. As stated above, this
problem will only be magnified when it is cold outside in the engine needs more of a choke to
start. Lean Condition â€” As stated above, the engine will run lean with P It is not a good idea to
drive around for a long time with an engine is running lean. We recommend getting it in to be
repaired as soon as possible. Once the engine is warmed up though, it should not leave you
stranded. Here are some of the most common causes of P, presented somewhat in order from
most likely to least likely: IAT is bad, and needs replaced. IAT is good, but oil has contaminated
it on the tip. Backfiring has occurred in the intake manifold. PCM failure. Conclusion While P is
not going to leave you stranded on the side of the road, it is important to not ignore it. I have a
Honda Accord LX. A few months ago the temperature gauge started reading hot. I can get in my
car and drive on the highway or around town and the temperature gauge will read completely
normal, but after about 20 minutes the needle will start to rise getting as high as the red. The
crazy thing is that when I pull over to check the engine the temperature is completely normal.
Ive taken it to two mechanics The first mechanic checked the radiator and fans, but could not
diagnose the problem. He also noted that it could just be a bad sensor. The second mechanic I
brought the car to diagnosed the problem as a bad radiator noting that the fluids were not
flowing properly. When I went to buy the radiator the guy at the radiator shop said that the
problem is not the radiator, but either the fans or the sensor. He said that he didn't want to sell
me a radiator when I didn't need one. Just wondering what you guys think about this? The fans
are fairly new and the car only has , miles. Kelly answered 3 years ago. Nicholas answered 3
years ago. GuruHLLX7 answered about a year ago. GuruQFP3D answered about a year ago.
Nicholas - Would you let me know what was the problem with your Honda Accord temperature
gauge reading hot? I have a Honda Civic that is doing the same thing and I have changed the
thermostat, and engine and radiator temperature sensors and it has not fixed the problem. I
would appreciate your reply. I can get in my car and drive on the highway or around town and
the temperature gauge will read completely My Honda accord LX just started leaking water and
going hot.. I don't know where to start.. For the past two days I have noticed that when I drive
my car starts to throw out smoke on the passenger side of the car, and the smoke and smells
like something burning. The gauge in car stays in the My Honda Accord is making this loud
humming sound under my hood when I am not accelerating. The Dealership added some
insulation but that did not work. I will be taking it back to the Dealers I bought a brand new
Honda Amaze 20th August this year and found that disc brake assembly, steering mounting on
both sides and gear lever are rusted completely. Is it a normal thing for a 20days old I have a
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are 1 items available. Repair guides and support for the 5th generation Honda Accord coupe,
sedan, and wagon. James jamesjew. I've been driving the car for 15 minutes max. Yes, coolant
level is fine! The temp. I'm just afraid to drive it longer or farther when the temp. I have not
checked the sensor with an ohm tester as I do not have one which I know I need to get one. Do
any of you suggest me purchasing the ECU sensor as well? Both fans will turn on when I turn
the AC on. Please help! Since you are experiencing no overheating problems the most likely
cause is that the engine coolant temperature sending unit is faulty. This sends a signal directly
to the dashboard gauge. There is another coolant temperature sensor close by which sends a
signal to the ECU to help in engine management. You shouldn't get confused between the two
as the one you want only has one wire and the other has two. Here is an image showing the two
sensors. The one on the left, where the single wire black connector has been disconnected is
the sensor sending unit to the dashboard gauge, the one on the right with the grey connector
and being held by fingers is the ECU sensor. Not quite certain if my figures are correct , but to
test the sending unit, disconnect the single wire black connector and using a DMM Digital
Multimeter - Ohmmeter function measure the resistance between the sending unit terminal and
earth or ground - the engine block will be earthed. With a cold engine the resistance should be
approx Ohms. With a hot engine it should measure Ohms. If you measure around this value or
definitely not near Ohms with a cold engine then the unit is faulty and needs to be replaced. A
quick test is to disconnect the lead from the sending unit, turn on the ignition and observe the
temp. If it registers 'zero' then most probably the sending unit is faulty. Note: Be safety aware always switch OFF the engine when you are going to work on it. Thank you Jayeff! Your

diagnosis including the photo was correct. I installed a new temperature sending unit this
morning and the temperature gauge is now working properly. Thanks again for your help!
According to the manual there is a radiator fan switch A and a radiator fan switch B and it
suggests to check the circuit for radiator fan switch A when the symptoms are what you have, i.
You will need a DMM digital multimeter as there is need for a Voltmeter and an Ohmmeter to
perform the tests. If you already know how to use a DMM, apologies. To make reading the
service manual easier, download the file to your computer. Thank you so much for this!! Thank
you so much!!! However, when replacing with new sensor, gauge on dash goes to full red at
startup, very surprised by this. Wondering what else can check for, seems this coolant temp
sensor is at the end of the line of things. There is nothing else feeding into that dash gauge
right? If the gauge stays at zero with the lead disconnected then check the new sensor with an
Ohmmeter. You can also check that there is no visible connection between the brass body of
the sensor and its' silver connector tag, due to a manufacturing defect From your picture there
is an insulator brown ring there. Use a magnifying glass if you want to. A small shard of metal is
all that it takes ;-. It looks like the reading is. I'll take it out tomorrow for up close examination
for burs. Also perhaps I am reading the meter incorrectly, this is when I set it to 2k, when I set it
to 20k it still the same. So this. Or does the. When I set the meter to be just , then it just reads 1
when connecting the leads to the sensor, my guess is the meter is not sensitive enough at that
setting. When I test the old part, it reads. Your readings for the old part of Ohms is way too high
according to what I've found out. The readings are as I posted in the Chosen solution. This is if
it is for the same vehicle make and year model as shown above that is. So check that
measurement again. It may possibly read Oxidization of the metal probes may introduce a bit a
resistance into the circuit. You'll notice the reading change as you rub the lead's test probes
together until it stabilizes. Changing the scale only means that you have to interpret the
readings a bit differently. It should also show 1 when the meter is set to Ohms and the test leads
aren't connected to anything i. If the resistance was Ohms it would read 1 which represents that
it is above the chosen scale maximum reading, if the meter was on the Ohm scale but. Whereas
if it was 57 Ohms it would show Conversely if it was 5. The best way to read resistance is to
start on the highest scale and switch down until you get the most accurate reading, which is
usually the one above the one that shows "1" unless you have a good idea of what it should be
e. The above the usual way for most low end but adequate DMMs Digital Multimeters which have
what is known as a 3. If you have the user instructions for the meter it should state how the
individual scales are displayed for Ohm readings. Also check that the lead to the sensor isn't
being pushed on too far and bridging over the connector tab onto the body of the sensor so that
it is shorting to earth and causing the gauge to read high temp. Danthecarguy transmission.
Wrong there are a total of three sensors that can effect your guage cluster 1 on the thermostat
housing two on the end of the head and 1 underneath the head on the back of the engine all the
sensors are in direct contact with the ECM so if it pegs at cold then first I would check the one
on the thermostat housing first it may be giving a bad ground to the sending. I have a 98 accord
and let run for twenty minutes, battery light, engine light, and all doors lights said they were
open, car never warmed up, turned off and turned back on and lights turned off and after diving
5 miles or so car started to warm up. What can this be?? I have a 97 Audi A4 with a similar
problem. The fuel gauge and speed counter is not working. What can be the problem pls. Fix
Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. James jamesjew Rep: 23 1 1. View the answer I have this
problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1.
Hi, Have you checked the coolant level in the coolant reservoir? The All-New. The high
performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi jamesjew , Since you are experiencing
no overheating problems the most likely cause is that the engine coolant temperature sending
unit is faulty. Was this answer helpful? Score 7. See p. Score 2. I have similar problem: upon
cold start gauge on dash goes to full red in 1 or 2 seconds. When disconnecting single wire
coolant sensor, and starting car gauge on dash stays at zero. Score 0. Hi xyzabc , If the gauge
stays at zero with the lead disconnected then check the new sensor with an Ohmmeter. Perhaps
I got a bogus part. I'll bring my ohm meter to napa tomorrow too. Hi xyzabc ,. Danthecarguy
transmission Rep: 1. Add your answer James will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. For
more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th Four Seasons is a leading automot We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Coolant Temperature Sensor
part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: Part Number: WKP Part Number: FS Part Number: GPD Page
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Coolant Temperature Sensor Beck Arnley is a leading provider of quality automotive parts
equivalent to OE structure, fit, and perform
2012 vw jetta owners manual
yz125 service manual
1991 lexus es250
ance together with the hard-to-find merchandise for cars, light trucks, and SUVs. Beck Arnley's
years of experience and proficienc Replacement Coolant Temperature Sensor, Set of 2. Sep 25,
Coolant temp sensor. Worked gr8 easy install. Jose A. Papo Rodriguez. Purchased on May 21,
Replacement Coolant Temperature Sensor, Sold individually. Aug 04, Works great. Raymond
Guzman. Purchased on Jul 20, Jul 19, Great product fit perfect solved engine light problem. Jon
Tecco. Purchased on Jul 05, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. This means that if the
engine is cold, the resistance and voltage goes up. Alternatively, if the engine is. Consult the
appropriate repair manual or repair database for the exact code definition. Once the engine
cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor circuit voltage.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

